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By Lee A. Breakiron
THE CROMLECHERS
In the premiere issue of Cromlech: The Journal of Robert E. Howard Criticism, dated spring 1985,
editor Marc A. Cerasini states:
What you hold in your hand is a labor of love as well as one of necessity, for
there exist many gross misconceptions about the nature of Howard’s work. For too
long phrases like “ mere adventure writer” and “simple headlong narrative drive”
have been passed off as genuine criticism of Howard’s works. …
Robert E. Howard was more, much more, than a better-than-average pulp hack.
At his worst he was quite bad ̶ but an artist must be judged by his best efforts, and
Howard was, above all, an artist. [1]
Perhaps so, but the journal was subtitled “a pulp thriller and political journal” on its title page, so
evidentally Cerasini did not intend to shy away from controversy, though it would prove to be more
philosophical than political. Incidentally, a “cromlech” is a prehistoric megalithic monument like a
dolmen or a stone circle, a reference doubtless meant to evoke fantastic visions of prehistory, as well as
Crom, god of the ancient Cimmerians.
So began a three-issue run of the fanzine Cromlech, a semi-pro zine that was the first to
exclusively feature serious, scholarly articles about Howard. It helped fill the void for serious fans
after the Howard Boom of the 1970s, whose expiration has been attributed to a market glut and a lack
of unpublished Howard [2], but which had more to do with the Conan pastiches of L. Sprague de
Camp and Lin Carter, as well as the machinations of de Camp to suppress pure text versions of the
original stories, keeping them out of print for 20 years [3]. The Howard Collector and Amra zines
had ceased publication. The Howard Review and REH: Two-Gun Raconteur were on long hiatuses.
Born in 1952, Cerasini grew up in Pittsburgh, graduated from Ohio University (where he taught a
course on REH), and now works as an editor, literary critic, and fiction and nonfiction author in New
York City with his wife Alice Alfonsi, who is a journalist and book author that sometimes
collaborates with Marc. Marc has written many movie and television series novelizations and
pastiches. He has also published REH-related articles in the fanzine Amra (“Conan & the Cinema” in
#67, 1977) and the journal The Dark Man (“‘Come Back to Valusia Ag’in, Kull Honey!’: Robert E.
Howard and Mainstream American Literature” in #2, 1991 on close male/male relationships in REH’s
fiction).
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Cromlech was typed, printed in a 5.5 in × 8.5 format, and saddle-stapled in print runs of unknown
but small size. The inside covers were blank. Issue #1 was 48 pages with a blue-tinted cover and art
by Stephen Fabian and with a cover price of $3.50. After the editorial, frequent Cerasini collaborator
Charles Hoffman appears with the article “Conan the Existential,” expanded from his “Conan the
Existentialist” from Amra #61 and reprinted from Ariel #1. In it, Hoffman propounds that REH’s
belief in existentialism was expressed through his fantasy protagonists:
It is common for authors to speak through their creations. Everyone has an implicit
philosophy, a personal notion of how the world works, and this is especially true of the
artist, who is more closely in touch with his inner self than the average
individual. Despite his commercial intentions, and the speed with which he
produced his fiction, Robert E. Howard was able to inject a clear statement of his
2
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philosophical beliefs into his best work.
Howard endeavored to instill his personal world-view into his fiction; that he
considered the artificial environment of civilization detrimental to the individual has been
noted by virtually every critic of his work. Still, his personal archetype of the free
barbarian is not generally recognized as such and his writings are commonly regarded as
empty of philosophical significance. [4]
This was the first piece to seriously address Howard’s religious or philosophical outlook, and critic
Don Herron thought enough of it to include it in his The Barbaric Triumph: A Critical Anthology on the
Writings of Robert E. Howard (Wildside Press, 2004). Hoffman notes that REH does not use symbols as
do many other authors, but still manages to express a system of phenomenology that is remarkable for its
strength and consistency, in spite of his rudimentary formal education. Howard’s most deliberate
attempts to deal with philosophical matters in his fiction occur in his stories about Kull, the king who
broods about, among things, metaphysics. “The philosophy that emerges from the Conan saga is a
rough-hewn might-makes-right credo of self-determination. Perhaps the most striking aspects of this
philosophy are those that parallel the basic assertions of a philosophy that came to be widely
discussed in intellectual circles during the post-[WWII] era: existentialism.” [5] Tracing the history of
existentialism, Hoffman notes that its central premise is that Man has no purpose and life has no meaning.
He points out that REH revealed his acute awareness of the futility of human endeavors in writings as
early as his first Bran Mak Morn tales. Speaking of Conan, Hoffman states:
One facet of the Cimmerian’s enormous appeal is that he owes no allegiance to
“civilized” codes of conduct, i.e. those imposed by authority and/or custom. But
although Conan flouts conventional law and order, [Weird Tales editor] Farnsworth
Wright nervously pointed out that the barbarian possesses a code of honor all his own.
Values are subjective, differing widely from culture to culture; they are not innate.
We all choose our values, whether we do so consciously or otherwise. … This
freedom is a keynote of existential philosophy. … To fall back on the excuse that certain
actions are “human nature” is an avoidance of responsibility … [6]
As we know, independence, responsibility, and self-determination were strong tenets of REH’s
personal philosophy, more so even than his apparent agnosticism. Howard, in his Conan stories,
demonstrates how a strong-willed man can create goals, values, and meaning for himself. This is far from
idea that the hero must fulfill some noble destiny, unlike the view of so many other fantasy authors,
including de Camp and Carter in their pastiche Conan of the Isles (Lancer, 1968), as pointed out by
Herron [7]. Nor is there any conception of good vs. evil in REH’s universe, with evil doomed to eventual
punishment, unlike that of such authors as Edgar Rice Burroughs.
Charles E. “Chuck” Hoffman was born in 1954 majored in English in college. He has written pieces
for The Dark Man (a review in 1990; “Cosmic Filth: Howard’s View of Evil” in 1993; “Escape from
Eden: Genesis Subverted in ‘The Garden of Fear’” in 2001; reviews in 2003 and 2006; “Elements of
Sadomasochism in the Fiction and Poetry of Robert E. Howard” in 2009; “‘The Shadow of the Beast’: A
Closer Look”; and reviews in 2010); for the magazine Spectrum (“Kull” in 1997 and “Where Milius Got
It Wrong” in 1998); for the fanzine The Cimmerian (“Hard-Boiled Heroic Critic” in 2004 and “Blood
Lust” in 2005); and for the Darrell-Schweitzer-edited The Robert E. Howard Reader (Borgo Press,
2010), namely “Return to Xuthal: Howard’s Original Sin City Revisited.” “Blood Lust,” about REH’s
spicy-pulp stories and how they reflected REH’s mental state at the time he wrote them, won the secondplace Cimmerian (“The Hyrkanian”) Award for best essay in 2006. Hoffman is one of the ablest REH
critics and has been a particularly astute commentator on Howard’s character, attitudes, and objectives in
such essays as “Bitter Pleasures and Swinish Stupidity: Robert E. Howard’s Take on Human Character”
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[8]. He has also written on H. P. Lovecraft and James Clavell, and has contributed articles, fiction, and
reviews to Rave Reviews, Romantic Times, Wrapped in Plastic, S.W.A.T., Law & Order, and other
publications. He currently resides in Pittsburgh and has a blog at chuckhoffman.blogspot.com.
In his essay “Robert E. Howard: Twentieth-Century Mythmaker” [9], Hoffman challenges the
dismissal of REH’s fiction as mere escapism:
Yet if the lot of the average man is truly one of “drab monotony and toil,” as Howard
believed, it falls to the skald and the storyteller to furnish needed refreshment for tired
minds. (p.98) … He felt his readers benefited in some way from seeing their struggles
reflected on a higher level. To that end, Robert E. Howard took the oldest type of story –
the tale of heroes, gods, and monsters – and reinvented it as jolting pulp fiction. His
prose, not unlike that of Raymond Chandler, was direct and hard-edged, yet lyrical.
Howard’s modern brand of fantasy has often been characterized as “sword and sorcery,”
but Lovecraft may have been more insightful when he deemed it “artificial legendry.” (p.
97)
At the heart of Howard’s well-known resentment of civilization is the soul-deadening drudgery and
banality of everyday life, and no one felt the attendant disillusionment and lack of fulfillment more
acutely than REH himself. It was why he sought freedom in writing for a living, and why he endeavored
to offer his readers wider vistas of exotic lands peopled by triumphant heroes and perfect women. Even
more clearly in his poetry than his fiction, Hoffman declares, one can see Howard was no “arrested
adolescent,” as he has been accused of being, but a depressed, world-weary burnout before the age of
thirty. This perceptive essay is one of the best ever written about REH.
Cerasini and Hoffman moved to New York City in the mid-1970s, sharing an apartment, to pursue
careers in writing. Cerasini and Hoffman joined REHupa as of Mailing #94 (Nov., 1988). Cerasini’s
first zine contained the first appearance of his “Come Back to Valusia Ag’in, Kull Honey! …” article;
his second zine was in Mailing #96; and his last zine was in Mailing #98 (July, 1989), when he broke the
news (as did Hoffman in the same Mailing) that Donald M. Grant’s deluxe hardback of The Hour of the
Dragon had dropped about 525 words after p. 71, necessitating Grant’s issuance of an errata sheet.
Hoffman had zines in Mailings #94 (suggesting that Conan may have been inspired by the Civil War
general Nathan Bedford Forrest), #96, #98, #100 (consisting of “Desire and Other Erotic Poems” in 1989
that included five first appearances as well as Frazetta art), #103, and #105 (Sept., 1990).
Next in Cromlech #1 is the essay “Christ and Conan: Howard’s View of Christianity,” by theologian
and writer Robert M. Price, who says:
Robert E. Howard’s religious inclinations, from what little we know of them, seem to
have been ill-defined and his views tentative. We know for example that he had attended
Sunday School and other church-related meetings among the Baptists and Methodists and
knew enough about the views of the Campbellites (or thought he did) to defend them in
sophistic debate. We know that he hated the Roman Catholic Church, largely because of
some vague, inherited grudge. He claimed to be an agnostic on most spiritual questions
but was favorably disposed to belief in reincarnation. This last belief comes out
especially strongly in his fiction and poetry. Yet there are other hints, no less clear,
which reveal a definite feeling toward, or should we say against, Christianity, a distaste
which only grew stronger as Howard’s life went on. [10]
Looking for REH’s attitudes toward Christianity in his fiction, Price starts with Solomon Kane, an
early character whose Christian faith is both explicit and important. Price finds Kane to be more
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Puritan than Christian, since he is concerned with the dispensation of divine justice rather than the
saving grace of Christ. In fact, Kane isn’t much of a Puritan, since he make frequent references to
saints and Purgatory, both of which were Catholic beliefs despised by the historical Puritans. “Kane’s
faith,” Price states, “though called Puritan, is more of an Old Testament faith. … [Howard] can take
this relatively nonhostile view of Solomon Kane’s creed because, while biblical and theistic, it is not
distinctly Christian.” [11] Kane could have his Christianity because it did not hinder his heroism,
though it did not particularly inspire his heroism either. In fact, Kane’s beliefs are shown to be
arrogant and obscurantist when he initially denounces the character N’Longa’s possession of other
men’s bodies as satanic. Kane’s subsequent acceptance of the practice indicates that Kane’s
Christianity is the true superstition and that N’Longa’s apparently primitive fetishism is actually
ancient wisdom.
But by the time of his Conan tales, Howard has a much more negative view of Christianity, seeing it as
the product or symptom of a decadent civilization, in contrast to the freshness of full-blooded barbarian
courage and vitality. By now REH’s heroes are explicitly pagan because only then can they be heroes.
Since Conan was supposed to have lived thousands of years before Christ, Mitraism was cast as the
Christianity of the Hyborian world. Price cites examples of REH’s prejudice in The Hour of the Dragon,
“The Hyborian Age,” and “The Temple of Abomination,” in which Christian compliancy and forgiveness
are equated with stupidity and cowardice. “We find Christianity characterized by the doctrine of
forgiveness of one’s enemies, a virtue especially despised by Howard, who, as is well-known, cherished
hatreds and grudges real or imagined. … Christianity is associated with decadence and contrasted with
heroism and virility. … With Nietzsche, Howard scorns Christianity as the religion of slaves.” [12]
Even the crucifixion scene in “A Witch Shall Be Born” is not meant to portray Conan as a Christ-like
figure, but as a stronger alternative to Christ, because Conan survives and goes on to triumph over his
enemies because of his barbarian vitality. Finally, the fact that REH has his heroes swear by such devils
as Satan and Erlik clearly underline their paganism. “In conclusion, though various biographical and
autobiographical data make it clear that Robert E. Howard at least remained aloof and agnostic vis-à-vis
Christianity, certain allusions in his fiction and poetry reveal a much stronger feeling of antipathy toward
Christian faith that evolved into outright Nietzschean anti-Christian hostility the more seriously Howard
reckoned with the Christian doctrine of forgiveness.” [13] This article remains the definitive treatment of
Howard’s attitude toward religion.
Howard’s struggles with religious belief can also be traced through the Bran Mak Morn tales [14].
After this in Cromlech #1 comes the obligatory REH yarn, the first appearance of the detective
story “Spectres in the Dark,” provided, as always, by Glenn Lord.
Then Cerasini and Hoffman give an overview of Howard-related developments during the early
1980s. After noting the drop in publications after the Howard Boom of the 1970s, they mention that
Berkley felt burned that their pure text versions of REH had to compete with the cheaper Ace
paperbacks, and that Berkley issued the The Book of Robert E. Howard (1980) and The Second Book
of Robert E. Howard (1980) to correct the many errors in the Zebra editions of those collections.
They call Ace’s The Treasure of Tranicos (1980) the most useless book of the decade, since it merely
reprints the same de Campified story that had appeared in Ace’s own Conan the Usurper (1967). Due
to a glaring oversight, they say, two of the best Steve Harrison stories, “Fangs of Gold” and
“Graveyard Rats,” were omitted from The Lord of the Dead (Donald M. Grant, 1981). They do pay
tribute to the Breckenridge Elkins anthology Heroes of Bear Creek (Ace, 1983), the boxing collection
The Iron Man and the Adventures of Dennis Dorgan (Ace, 1983), and The She Devil (Ace, 1983)
collecting REH’s “spicy” stories.
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Cerasini and Hoffman next spotlight the “Cromlech series” of books edited and published by
Robert M. Price. These were 5.5 × 8.5-inch, saddle-stapled chapbooks, which had begun with Bran
Mak Morn: A Play, and Others (Cryptic Publications, 1983), containing all unpublished material (six
stories and fragments), and Two-Fisted Detective Stories (Cryptic Publications, 1984). Both had
covers by Fabian, introductions by Cerasini and Hoffman, and cover prices of $4.50. The first was an
80-page booklet in a run of 425 copies. Of these, 25 copies signed by either Price and Fabian, Lord
and Fabian, or all three. Unsigned copies go now for about $40 each. The second was a 72-page
booklet in a run of 500 copies, the first 50 of which were numbered and signed by Fabian and Price;
another 26 of which were lettered A-Z; and a final 20 of which were designated as presentation
copies. Neither of the latter two sets was for sale. Unnumbered copies sell now for about $20 each
and numbered ones for about $70.
In their introduction to Bran Mak Morn: A Play, and Others, they reveal that the story “Scarlet
Tears” which Lin Carter had included in his first Weird Tales anthology for Zebra Books and billed as
a “new Robert E. Howard story” was actually Carter’s rewrite of the story “The Hand of the Black
Goddess” in the Bran chapbook.
Following this in Cromlech #1, Cerasini and Hoffman review the biography Dark Valley Destiny:
The Life of Robert E. Howard (Bluejay, 1983) by L. Sprague de Camp, Catherine Crook de Camp,
and Jane Whittington Griffin, praising it as an excellent, well documented overview of Howard’s life,
with the major fault being, as with de Camp’s Lovecraft: A Biography (Doubleday, 1975), that de
Camp “is just too rational, restrained, well-adjusted, and downright normal to fully understand the
impulsive, obsessed, and sometimes tortured psyches of these two artists.” [15] The latter was just a
parroting of de Camp’s own defenses of his biographies [16,17], both of which have ultimately been
shown to be marred by poor research, presumptions, amateur psychoanalyzing, questionable
assertions, selective attributions, and unjustifiably disparaging evaluations [e.g., 18-25].
They go on to say that “there were probably more pastiches of Howard’s characters published in
the 80’s than new Howard fiction.” [26] Little did they know how bad this situation would become,
but they get a good early handle on it:
The first pastiches by De Camp [sic] and Carter have been joined by novels and
stories by other authors: Bjorn Nyberg, Karl Edward Wagner, Poul Anderson, Andrew J.
Offutt, and most recently, Robert Jordan. These pastiches range in quality from adequate
adventure fare to sheer drivel. In no way do any of these enhance the reputation of
Howard and his creations.
The inevitable reaction of the true Howard fan to all these imitations is one of horror
and despair. Such endeavors usually serve to trivialize the series and dilute their
effectiveness. In the case of Conan, however, the damage was already done back in the
sixties, when Lancer interspersed the Howard stories with the De Camp, Carter, and
Nyberg imitations. Appearing in the very same premier volumes, these editions were
intended as a sort of “bible” for the Cimmerian's saga. Berkeley [sic] tried valiantly to
counter this development with their aborted Conan series. But, what they could not do by
design, the countless pastiches of the 80’s have accomplished unintentionally – they have
created a body of Conan pastiches forever separate and distinct from Howard’s originals,
and in the future all Conan pastiches will be regarded as part of this category. [26]
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Finally, Cerasini and Hoffman pan both Conan movies and the Marvel Conan comics produced
after the departure of Roy Thomas. Of the first movie, they say: “Not merely a bad movie, though it
was really bad, it was a Conan film in name only. The oaf [director] Milius envisioned had nothing at
all to do with Howard’s indomitable creation.” [27]
Of the future they predict, rather accurately but for a dip in the 1990s:
One thing is certain, Robert E. Howard’s popularity was not a fluke of the 60’s. His
creations have only become more in demand with the passing of time. It appears that
soon Conan will be more popular than Tarzan, and that Howard’s works will eclipse
those of other fantasy authors. That is as it should be, for Howard was an original. More
7
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than the polite “fairy tales for adults” fiction of Tolkien and his ilk, Howard’s grim,
intense, violent fictions speak to a generation entering “savage new times.” His
hardboiled, realistic tales reflect the Nietzschean spirit of this age and, we can only hope,
the future. [28]
Hoffman again weighs in with a review of the Don Herron-edited The Dark Barbarian: The
Writings of Robert E. Howard ̶ A Critical Anthology (Greenwood, 1984), finding it “gratifying to see
criticism of this caliber written about Howard.” [29]
Aside from some plugs, the issue ends with the poem “R. E. H.” by Tim Prather. This was the
finest first issue of an REH zine ever as far as critical content is concerned, though it would have
benefited from interior illustrations (as would subsequent issues).
Price put out his Cryptic Publications between 1982 and 1990 when he was teaching religion at
Mount Olive College in North Carolina and then pastoring a liberal Baptist church in New Jersey.
His REH chapbooks were all in the same format and continued through 1989, crudely typed (by
Price’s mother), usually with editorials by Price and with much new material provided by Glenn
Lord. They consisted of Risque Stories #1 (1984), Shudder Stories #1 (1984), Risque Stories #2
(1984), Shudder Stories #2 (1984), The Adventures of Lal Singh (1985), Risque Stories #3 (1985),
Pay Day (1986), Shudder Stories #4 (1986), Lurid Confessions #1 (1986), Risque Stories #4 (1986),
Pulse Pounding Adventure Stories #1 (1986), Risque Stories #5 (1987), The Coming of El Borak
(1987), Revelations from Yuggoth #1 (1986), North of Khyber (1987), Lewd Tales (1987), Revelations
from Yuggoth #2 (1988), The Sonora Kid (1988), Revelations from Yuggoth #3 (1989), and Pulp
Magazine #1 (1989).
Risque Stories, Lurid Confessions, and Lewd Tales contain racy REH content (for his time),
namely five spicy stories (all but one first appearances), two plays (both first appearances), eight
poems (all but one first appearances), and one unpublished story synopsis, as well as work by
Cerasini, Lin Carter, Hoffman, Carl Jacobi, Clark Ashton Smith, Manly Wade Wellman, and others.
They sell for from $30 to $40 each today.
The Shudder Stories chapbooks feature two REH stories and one story synopsis, all first
appearances, together with stories by Hugh B. Cave, Jacobi, Price, and others. They sell for about
$15 each now.
The entire REH contents of the oriental-themed The Adventures of Lal Singh, Pulse Pounding
Adventure Stories #1, The Coming of El Borak, and North of Khyber (14 stories) were first
appearances; Pulse Pounding Adventure Stories #1 also presented works by Cerasini, Hoffman,
Jacobi, Richard L. Tierney, and Wellman. They sell for from $20 to $30 each, except for The
Adventures of Lal Singh, which goes for about $50.
Pay Day had six story first appearances. It’s worth about $30 now.
The three Revelations from Yuggoth contained one REH story first appearance; two REH poems;
stories by Robert Bloch, Henry Kuttner, Price, Tierney, and others; and poems by Richard E. Barlow
(“R. E. H.”), Brian Lumley, Jessica Amanda Salmonson, and others. They sell for about $15 each
today.
The entire contents of The Sonora Kid (six stories and six fragments) were all REH first
appearances. It goes for about $40.
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Pulp Magazine featured one REH story first appearance and other stories by Bloch, Cave, Jacobi,
and Wellman. It’s worth about $30.
REHupan David Gentzel says this about the Cryptic chapbooks:

Meanwhile, from 1983-1988, Cryptic put out eight small volumes of true Howard
oddities. For the most part, these were stories with no real commercial potential:
some were stories written by a very young Howard well before the start of his
professional career; others were (unsuccessful) attempts by Howard to crack markets
for which he had no real feel or liking. But for the hardcore fan and completist, they
were truly wonderful things. [30]
Until the Robert E. Howard Foundation started reprinting REH’s more obscure stories and fragments,
the only way to collect many of them were in either these Cryptic chapbooks or the equally hard-tofind New Howard Reader zines published by Joe Marek.
A major figure in Lovecraft scholarship and fandom for many years, Robert M. Price founded and
edited the semi-prozine Crypt of Cthulhu, described as a “pulp thriller and theological journal,” which
was Cryptic’s first publication. Running between 1981 and 2002, its 107 issues featured many
excellent articles, essays, stories, poems, letters, and reviews (some by him) on H. P. Lovecraft, the
Lovecraft circle, the Cthulhu Mythos, and many other prominent authors of horror fiction. It was
published on a semi-irregular basis variously by Cryptic Publications, Necronomicon Press, and
Mythos Books. In essays that introduce the collections and the individual stories, Price traces the origins
of Lovecraft’s entities, motifs, and literary style.
Crypt of Cthulhu #3 (1982) contains the articles “The Strange Case of Robert Ervin Howard” by
Hoffman and Cerasini (on REH’s contributions to the Cthulhu Mythos) and three REH-related
articles by Price, namely “The Burrower Beneath” (on elements in “The Black Stone” that were
borrowed from Lovecraft), “Yag-Kosha the Elephant Man” (on how Yag-Kosha from “Tower of the
Elephant” resembles Lovecraft’s aliens), and “Gol-Goroth, the Forgotten Old One” (on the proper
place of REH’s Gol-goroth in Lovecraft’s pantheon). Issue #11 (1983) contains “Dark Passion: A
Comparison of ‘Medusa’s Coil’ and ‘Black Canaan’” by Cerasini, who compares REH’s and Lovecraft’s
handling of similar themes in these two stories. Issues #16 (1983), #22 (1984), #25 (1984), #31 (1985),
#39 (1986), #47 (1987), and #105 (2002) each had an REH story, all but the last two being first
appearances. In #25, Cerasini also reviews Herron’s The Dark Barbarian. Issue #69 (1989) contains
“Nameless Gods and Entities: Robert E. Howard’s Contribution to the Cthulhu Mythos,” by Lin
Carter, reprinted from The Howard Collector #18. Reviews of The Dark Man #1 fanzine and The
Fantastic Worlds of Robert E. Howard (Van Hise, 1997) appear in issues #76 (1990) and #98 (1998)
respectively. Finally, issue #93 (1996) features a review by Price of the movie The Whole Wide
World (1996) based on the memoir One Who Walked Alone: Robert E. Howard, the Final Years
(Donald M. Grant, 1986) by Novalyne Price Ellis. In the piece, entitled “The Last Temptation of
Conan,” Price likens Howard to a channeler of Conan and compares REH and his characters to Jesus and
other literary and comic-book figures [31]. Price claims REH’s mother was his muse and that Howard
had a divinely ordained mission (i.e. his writing) that entailed his own death. Issues of Crypt of Cthulhu
sell now for anywhere from $20 to $50 apiece.
Born in 1954 in Jackson, Mississippi, Robert McNair “Bob” Price majored in Religion and American
History at Montclair State College, obtained an MTS degree in New Testament at Gordon-Conwell
Theological Seminary, and graduated with doctorates in Systematic Theology (1981) and New Testament
(1993) from Drew University. He is now a professor of theology and scriptural studies at the Johnnie
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Coleman Theological Seminary and professor of biblical criticism at the Center for Inquiry Institute. A
former Baptist minister, he is now a self-described secular humanist, but still a member of the Episcopal
Church. He was the editor of the Journal of Higher Criticism and is a fellow of the Jesus Seminar, a
group of 150 writers and scholars who study the historicity of Jesus. In books like Deconstructing Jesus
(2000) and The Incredible Shrinking Son of Man (2003), Price challenges Biblical literalism and is
skeptical of the existence of Jesus as a historical figure. He is married and has two daughters.
The second issue of Cromlech appeared in the fall of 1987, running 48 pages with a yellow-tinted
cover by Fabian and a cover price of $4.50. The more than 2-year gap since the previous issue,
Cerasini explains, was caused by problems that were solved by the use of Cryptic Publications
facilities proffered by Robert Price, whom he and Hoffman had first met in 1981.
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De Camp leads off the issue with an article that, as he puts it, was “squeezed out of Dark Valley
Destiny in the final draft.” [32] It concerns the literary influences on Howard as inferred from the
references in REH’s letters, the books he owned at his death, and specific scenes and names in his
stories that resemble those of other authors. De Camp lists and describes the life and works of each of
the authors, namely Achmed Addullah, Herbert Asbury, Edgar Rice Burroughs, Robert W. Chambers,
G. K. Chesterton, James Churchward, Arthur Conan Doyle, Edna Ferber, Gustave Flaubert, Rosita
Forbes, H. Rider Haggard, John Wesley Hardin, P. W. Joyce, Rudyard Kipling, Harold Lamb, Jack
London, Arthur Machen, William Morris, Talbot Mundy, William H. Prescott, Ramacharaka Yogi,
Lexie D. Robertson, Sax Rohmer, Olive Schreiner, Robert W. Service, Charles M. Skinner, Arthur D.
Howden Smith, Lewis Spence, Rene Thevenin, and Lowell Thomas. De Camp posits that Howard
obtained most of his romantic primitivism and disdain for civilization from Burroughs, Kipling, and
London. Lamb, Mundy, and Thomas influenced REH’s oriental adventures. REH’s Skull-Face
character is practically a pastiche of Rohmer’s Fu Manchu. De Camp also points out the effects that
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the movies The Hunchback of Notre Dame (1923) and The Black Pirate (1926) had on Howard. He
acknowledges that REH could be called a “derivative” writer, but only in the sense that practically all
authors are as they reprocess what they have read or experienced. De Camp ends with his typical
qualified, backhanded praise of REH marred by psychobabble and jealousy:
A writer’s originality consists mainly of the arrangement, development, and treatment
of a number of old elements. Robert Howard had plenty of originality of this kind ̶
certainly much more than many of his contemporary imitators. In addition, he had his
own unique storytelling talent.
Part of his verve as a storyteller arose from his own emotional tensions. Behind the
mild, polite, reserved facade he presented to the world lurked a seething mass of anger,
resentment, and hatred, which early set him a course towards eventual suicide and kept
him on that course despite anything anyone could say. Thus the very quality that gives
his work such hypnotic intensity was that which in the end destroyed him. [33]
The second article, reprinted from the fanzine Fungi #3, is the Pierre Comtois essay, “Robert E.
Howard and the Southern Folk Tradition.” (Comtois is the editor and publisher of Fungi and founder of
the ZothiqueNights Yahoo group.) Comtois singles out “Black Canaan” and “Pigeons from Hell” as
not only two of REH’s greatest tales, but also ones that are closest to his own sensibilities, given his
blood ties, the environment of his Texas hometown, and the stories he read and that were read to him
as a child by his relatives, in particular his grandmother, Eliza Howard, and his family’s black cook,
Mary Bohannon, herself born into slavery.
It is no coincidence that both stories involve elements of the supernatural and that
both dwell on the contrast of White and Black culture (and their inevitable interrelations), the dark, oppressive quality of Nature and the once aristocratically genteel
lifestyle of the great plantations. [34]
Surveying folk traditions in general and American ones in particular, Comtois goes on to say:
Howard was a born storyteller, turning out tales of exotic adventure, sports and horror
at a furious pace. It came easy to him, indeed he claimed it was the only thing he could
do. For hours and sometimes days, he would work at his typewriter turning out page
after page of prose and poetry; almost never revising a piece once completed. Instead, if
unsatisfied, he would put it aside and create a whole new yarn. He used words like other
men used wood, fashioning them, polishing and fitting them together in seamless wholes
until he had a finished product. And after that product was torn from his heart, ripped
from his experience and longing, as only a man stranded in a small oil town in the
depression-ridden 1930’s could feel, the best was inevitably dazzling in its simple
virtuosity. [35]
Comtois argues that, in “Pigeons from Hell,” Howard was drawing a parallel between the course of the
story and the history of the Old South; just as the Blassenville family devolved from genteel ignorance to
dissipation, cruelty, and death, so did Southern society decay from immoral aristocracy to debasement,
violence, and destruction.
About the second story, Comtois states:
Truly, “Black Canaan” is Howard’s most powerful tale. With its two opposing forces
of white settlers and townspeople and black backwoods people in a setting of dark,
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depressing swamp country of jungle-like wood, Howard’s jackhammer prose style
pounds relentlessly forward, urging the two forces into conflict. The whites, driven more
by their fear and recollections of bloody slave uprisings in the past; and the blacks driven
by the fear of a mysterious conjure man who brings back to them all the horror and evils
of the African folkways they have long dreaded in their legends, are irresistibly drawn
together over a land as dark and gloomy as their own guilt-ridden souls. [36]
Though the story is often criticized for its blatant racism, Howard, as Comtois points out, was only
striving for historical accuracy and the correct sense of locale, namely that of 1870 Arkansas with all
its racial prejudice and cultural conflict. The white protagonist Buckner is even attracted to a black
temptress and ends up avenging her death. Comtois shows how REH builds up the oppressive
atmosphere and sense of imminent danger as the whites stumble through the horrific swamp:
The swamp becomes a metaphor for the wrong path taken by the whites in the
preemancipation south, with its strange half-human denizens who seek to drag them
down as the moral corruption they inevitably reap as a result of the slave system.
The beautiful African woman who at once revolts and attracts Buckner with her dark
lore, becomes the slave system’s disguised allure; the Dance of the Skull becomes the
Civil War; Buckner’s soul laid bare becomes the land ravaged and pillaged by Northern
forces; Saul Stark becomes the evil of slavery itself, seeking to enslave the enslaved, an
evil the rest of the world had long condemned, recognizing its potential danger to
helpless peoples as well as the owner. Nothing so corrupts the soul as to have another in
bondage. [37]
A perceptive and eloquent defense of perhaps Howard’s most controversial story. Despite his professed
affinity to his Celtic roots, REH was actually much closer to, and steeped in, the Southern tradition of his
family ancestors, which may be why he writes so convincingly in these South-based tales.
Following this is an unpublished synopsis by REH of a story entitled “The Shadow in the Well.”
Unfortunately some of the page is cut off, since its text (and that on one other page) came out crooked
in the printing process.
After this come reviews of recent REH books. Anthologist Stefan Dziemianowicz criticizes the
paperback Cthulhu: The Mythos and Kindred Horrors (Baen Books, 1987), edited by David Drake, for
omitting one of Howard’s Mythos tales and for weak choices in some other cases, but praises most of the
fiction in the book. Dziemianowicz notes that Howard is generally at his most effective when he
emphasizes physical action, rather than attempting to pastiche Lovecraft.
Collector Daniel Gobbett favorably reviews Writer of the Dark (Dark Carneval Press, 1986) edited by
Swiss fan Thomas Kovacs. The softback contains the first appearances of two stories, four poems, and
one letter, with all the others being rarely seen pieces, all of which displaying the full range of REH’s
subjects and his growth as a writer. Adding some details unknown to Gobbett: This 180-page perfectbound book was published in two versions: 200 copies with orange-red covers and 200 with tan covers,
though 80 of the latter were destroyed in a flood; another 100 copies were never bound. The front cover
of the orange-red version had a drawing of a rat and the back cover a drawing of a top hat and spike, both
by Bodo Schäfer. The tan version had no cover art because by then it had been lost. The orange-red
version, numbered #1 through #200, now sells for about $175 each and the tan version, numbered #201
through #400, now sells for about $100 each.
Hoffman submits a review of the memoir One Who Walked Alone; Robert E. Howard, the Final
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Years (Donald M. Grant, 1986) by Howard’s off-and-on girlfriend during his last 2 years, Novalyne
Price Ellis. (She later said she had written it specifically to address the shortcomings and prejudices
of de Camp’s Dark Valley Destiny.) He calls Price’s book one of the most significant REH-related
publishing events of the decade, an account by someone who knew Howard personally and that would
be of inestimable value to future Howard studies, which indeed it has been. In its pages, we come to
know “the man behind the myth,” viewed first by the young woman who recorded the diaries on
which the memoir was based and then by the older woman who views the same events with
perception, insight, and wisdom. Hoffman feels the book is so beautifully written that it should
appeal to readers not interested in REH per se.
Author and REH fan C. J. Henderson also reviews the book, bluntly saying the book was in part
written to tell Novalyne’s side of the story in view of detractors who implied REH’s suicide may have
been to some degree her fault. He ends up, though, praising the book and her intentions in writing it.
He is so impressed that he declares the book must be true in every particular, not considering that a
woman who had gone on to marry someone else might have reasons for not revealing earlier
intimacies. Henderson singles out four new insights the book brings to our knowledge about Howard:
First, it confirms, but in some ways softens, the reports of the man’s paranoia. She agrees
he was a gun-carrying blusterer, but she lets us see that it was mostly braggadocio ̶ a
wall built not to keep him safe from bullets or fists, but from scorn and the laughter of
those who did not understand him. Secondly, she confirms more sharply than any before
Howard’s dependence on his mother. There is no doubt, as the only steady female
companion Howard ever had, if Mrs. Howard had any enmity toward girls after her little
Bob, that Novalyne would have reaped the bumper share of the crop. From the viewpoint
of a young woman facing an old one, Mrs. Howard takes on the saddest, yet nastiest, face
she has worn to date. And thirdly, Howard’s helplessness with the opposite sex is
explored quite realistically, and the blame for it laid clearly at his mother’s doorstep.
Howard wanted to get a girl, have a family, but did not know how to go about it. He
hadn’t the slightest clue as to how a man was supposed to act with a woman. [38]
Lastly, Henderson says, the book settles the question of whether REH had homosexual tendencies,
opining that Howard’s mother never allowed him to grow up to the point where he could even make
the choice between heterosexuality and homosexuality. (Maybe so, but Leo Grin mounts an eloquent
defense of REH’s mother in his award-winning essay, “In Defense of Hester Jane Ervin Howard.”
[39]) Henderson ends by stating that the book accomplishes what it said out to do, giving no more
details than are necessary to clarify our picture of REH. (However, it later came out that Novalyne’s
initial draft was a good deal wider in scope, and was trimmed to focus more on Howard at the request
of publisher Grant.)
De Camp writes a letter of comment partially agreeing with Hoffman’s criticisms of de Camp’s
biography of Lovecraft, and says:
As for the much-criticised pastiches of Howard's Conan stories, i [sic] admit that none
of the living writers of Conan stories has been able to equal Howard at his best, in the
hypnotic vividness of these narratives. The main reason is that none of us suffers from
the fears, hatreds, and obsessions that so bedevilled Howard. Obviously I am not going
to my neighborhood shrink and say: “Hey, doc, will you please unbalance me and give
me some fears, hatreds and obsessions so that I can write as well as Howard did?” [40]
Here he is echoing sentiments he has expressed before [16,17]. Finally, he defends himself against charges
that he over-edited REH in the Lancer and Ace paperbacks by claiming that a side-by-side comparison of texts
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would “find that these corrections are far fewer than many editors make in their writers’ copy as a matter of
course.” [40] (I would hope so; REH’s texts had already been edited by Weird Tales.)
The second issue closes (aside from plugs and contributor guidelines) with a letter from REHupan Rusty
Burke, who praises the first issue, though he feels Hoffman’s article on REH’s existentialism stretches the
comparison of Howard with other writers. Also, regarding Price’s piece on REH’s religious beliefs, Burke
believes that Howard’s negative attitudes were more directed at organized religion than at Christianity itself.
He adds:

All in all, this is not only an entertaining little zine, but an important contribution to
Howard scholarship. I quite agree with you that Howard has too long suffered the backhanded compliments-and damning-with-faint-praise of those who would not recognize a
“theme” in literature if it bit them in the balls. For all of us who recognize that REH was
a genuine American contribution to literature, that his work was important, Cromlech is
ample evidence that, even if we are currently outnumbered, we are not alone. I sincerely
hope you will be continuing this project. [41]
The same year Cromlech #2 appeared (1987), Cerasini and Hoffman published Robert E. Howard:
Starmont Reader’s Guide #35 (Starmont House), the first book-length critical study of the author’s entire
literary output and one that proved to be influential. It is comprised of chapters on REH’s life timeline;
his biography; his characters Bran Mak Morn, Solomon Kane, King Kull, and Conan; his other fantasies;
his horror stories; and his other prose and poetry, with primary and secondary bibliographies and an
index. The book interweaves Howard’s life and fiction using examples from his work to support
observations about his growth as a person. It was reviewed by pulp historian Will Murray, who finds
much to recommend about the book, but takes the authors to task for supposedly taking REH too
seriously as a writer, as if there was literary value worthy of notice by academia:
Like Lovecraft and many other writers of popular fiction, Howard wrote for an
audience. That audience was all that mattered, both then and now. … Howard’s
work continues to be published and devoured by eager readers because he wrote
excellent stories of a particular type. Greater acclaim does not exist for a writer than
that his work endures on its own merits, and not because it is required reading in some
institute of higher learning. [42]
This condescending attitude was typical of the time and is only now slowly being overcome. Literary
criticism by REHupans and other scholars are demonstrating the far greater depth and craftsmanship
inherent in REH’s stories compared to those of his pulp contemporaries, with the possible exception of
Lovecraft, who has already gone through the academic exaltation that Howard is overdue for. In fact,
considering the genre versatility, evocative descriptions, and poetic quality of so much of Howard
writings, it would seem a good case could be made for Howard’s genius exceeding Lovecraft’s. I think it
should. (For a specific example of how this might be done, see the proposal at the end of this zine.)
The Cerasini/Hoffman Starmont Guide paperback sells for about $45 now and the Borgo Press
hardback for at least twice that. The hardbacks were bound individually using the Starmont paperbacks in
response to any orders Starmont received for hardbacks.
After essayist and REHupan Steve Tompkins’s death, Leo Grin published a piece on his The
Cimmerian Blog that he had commissioned for his print journal The Cimmerian but never used. In it,
Tompkins interviews Cerasini and Hoffman about their involvement with REH, including a revision of
their Starmont Guide that Wildside Press was supposed to publish but never did. In part of the interview,
Cerasini discusses the Conan story, “The Pool of the Black One,” saying he admires it for the clever
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socio-political interplay of the characters and adds the following, which is practically the antithesis of
Henderson’s appraisal of Howard’s sexually retarded character development expressed above:
What this narrative progression suggests to me is that Robert Howard — the man —
understood intellectually what he had to do in order to fit into the conventional world of
Depression-era West Texas. By that I mean put on a suit and learn some social
conventions to get through public/social events, to marry Novalyne, go to church on
Sunday, have brunch with the school principal or the bridge club or whatever. But he just
couldn’t bring himself to do it. Something about Howard’s constitution compelled him to
recoil from a conventional life. Howard really did believe his writing “would go to hell”
if he put on a suit and socialized with Novalyne, and he was probably right.
Tom Wolfe might say that Howard had the perfect emotional tools to become an artist,
i.e., REH felt alienated from society, yet still a part of it — he felt the artist’s isolation.
Yet despite this alienation, Howard saw the epic spectacle of life around him — in the
boom town where he was raised, and in the volumes of history he read. And Howard was
a keen observer of human nature — we know this for no other reason than because
Howard wrote comedy, which is no mean feat. Death is easy, comedy is tough. [43]
Cerasini and Hoffman say the reviews of their book were favorable, with Murray’s being the most
negative.
The third and what would turn out to be the final issue of Cromlech was published in 1988. It ran 40
pages with pink-tinted covers, the front cover again by Fabian and costing $4.50 each. Guest editor
Robert Price informs us that Cerasini had let him do a special issue aimed at the REH collector. Its
centerpiece is Price’s “A Collector’s Checklist of Howard’s Fiction,” in which he lists all the then known
stories and fragments by REH by genre category, together with the most readily available book, fanzine,
or chapbook containing each one. The list is based on an earlier list by Joe Marek from REHupa Mailing
#60, which the few who could get a copy found very useful for completing their collections. Charles
Gray provided one page of addenda that was laid in the Cromlech. This checklist was further updated by
Marek (in REHupa Mailings #147 and #150), McHaney [44,45], and Herman [46,47].
The rest of the issue consisted of three unpublished REH story synopses, the unfinished play “Bran
Mak Morn,” an unpublished horror parody Howard had collaborated on with Tevis Clyde Smith, a Pike
Bearfield fragment, and an alternate ending to “The Vultures of Whapeton.”
All three issues of Cromlech are moderately rare and now sell for about $40 each. Rob Roehm
published an index of the contents of them and The Dark Man journals in 2005 [48].
Price had also completed the untitled REH fragment “Beneath the glare …” from The Howard
Collector #9 as the story “Black Eons,” publishing it in the magazine Fantasy Book (June, 1985) and
elsewhere. He got involved with Necronomicon Press about 1989, editing the four issues of Robert
E. Howard’s Fight Magazine (1990, 1990, 1991, and 1996), which sell for about $15 each today. He
also penned the articles “Robert E. Howard and Other Weird Tales Writers” [49] and “Robert E.
Howard and the Cthulhu Mythos” [50]. In the former, he explains that REH wrote such convincing
Cthulhu pastiches because he and Lovecraft shared the same existential, materialistic, and fatalistic
outlook on life. In fact, REH’s story “The Black Stone” bears striking similarities to Lovecraft’s “The
Nameless City” even though neither had seen the other’s story.
There was a close association between Cryptic Publications and Necronomicon Press, the latter taking
over the former’s back stock when it went out of business. Considering Price’s involvement in publishing
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little-known REH, it was no surprise when he was tapped by Marc A. Michaud of Necronomicon to
provide an introduction for Necronomicon’s second volume of Howard’s Selected Letters 1931-1936
(1991) edited by Glenn Lord with Rusty Burke, S. T. Joshi, and Steve Behrends.
What was surprising was the negative, utterly superficial piece Price turned in. Burke found it so
inappropriate for the volume that he strongly urged Michaud not to include it. Michaud felt indebted to
Price, however, and wouldn’t even include an Afterward that Burke submitted [51]. While welcoming
the first publication of so many REH letters, many containing the other side of the famous civilization vs.
barbarism debate waged by Howard and Lovecraft, Price somehow neglects to talk about that debate and
even assumes he is getting the same depth of knowledge about REH from the 79 letters therein as he
obtained from the 930 letters in Arkham House’s five-volume collection of Lovecraft’s letters. Price
declares:
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[T]here is precious little to shed light on the genesis of Howard’s fiction, whether of
series characters or of individual stories. …
Whether we discover much about Howard the man in reading these letters is a …
difficult question to answer. Certainly he talks enough about his antecedents and his
ancestors … but I am left strangely unpersuaded whether I have met the real Robert E.
Howard. And if, as I suspect, I have not, I wonder if this is because there is no real REH
to meet. [52]
Price recognizes that REH was a self-taught amateur scholar of regional and historical lore, both of his
native Texas and the favorite quarters of the world like the Near East in which he set many of his stories.
But because there was such a thin line between Howard’s research and his storytelling, Price infers that
“whatever personality Howard may have possessed was derived from the literary and regional lore he
absorbed” [52] (as if there could be no more depth and dimensions to such a complex, brilliant man that
those he chose to reveal). “[O]ne cannot trace any process of development between the background
research and the literary result. … It seems that Howard simply absorbed the data and then started to
write, almost like a spirit medium. ..” [52] (Just because Price is incapable of understanding the process
involved is no proof that one did not exist; indeed, it is more an indication that lesser mortals are not privy
to the thought processes of genius.) “I suspect the precocious genius did not yet have a personality to
share. So he shared what he had: opinion and lore.” [53] (One wonders what more Price expected from
personal letters.) The introduction ends with some Lovecraftian folderol that makes one wonder whether
Price really thought REH killed himself because he expected R’lyeh to rise from the sea.
As to whether the letters illuminate REH’s fiction, Burke, on the other hand, opines:
Without question, Howard’s letters to H. P. Lovecraft are of the greatest importance.
Here he dwells at some length upon political, social and philosophical issues, regional
and historic lore, and his travels around Texas. It seems to me that these letters provide a
wealth of information on the raw materials from which Howard’s fiction springs. Here,
and in the letters to August Derleth, we can trace Howard’s growing absorption in
regional lore, and in his discussions of oil-field workers, of the “old Texan,” of
gunfighters, etc., we can see clearly delineated the qualities Howard most admired, the
“types” which (as he told Clark Ashton smith) coalesced to become Howard’s most
famous literary creation, Conan of Cimmeria. [54]
And as far as learning about Howard the man, Burke acknowledges that this is more difficult, but
counters:
There are glimpses … of his temperament: particularly with Lovecraft, we see a
defensiveness, a tendency to read impersonal remarks as personal slights or even attacks,
a testiness when he feels that he or his environs are being slighted or patronized. I also
believe I see, again particularly in the letters to Lovecraft, a growing confidence and
willingness to assert his views. Note that in early letters there is a tendency to put forth
his opinions tentatively, prefacing them with remarks along the lines of “You probably
know a lot more about this than I do,” while later on he seems to take a more aggressive
posture, to suggest with some impatience that Lovecraft is talking about theories while
he, Howard, is talking about real life. … By 1935, Howard even takes a sarcastic tone in
referring to his friend’s views on the merits of civilization, especially when referring to
Lovecraft’s sympathies with, and defenses of, Mussolini and the fascists. While Howard
continues to express admiration for the other’s literary efforts, it seems clear that he at
last feels himself at least equal to, if not in some ways superior to, Lovecraft. [55]
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Burke admits that much of what Howard says of himself and his adventures is greatly exaggerated, if not
outright invented, but he sees most of it as calculated to give the impression that Texas was still a
dangerous frontier and that he himself was a rugged product of that frontier. Burke believes that REH
used such hyperbole to create a persona for himself, a character whose voice was suited for the
expression of his ideas, and one that should not be confused with his true personality. This persona is
echoed clearly in the firsthand accounts of Novalyne Price Ellis and E. Hoffmann Price, and reveal much
about the man himself, including his desires, ambitions, and attitudes, while masking the insecurities and
uncertainties to which we are all prey. [56] Burke adds:
Although he delighted in acting out these roles ̶ the accounts of Ed Price and Novalyne
Ellis show us Howard often acting as the old Texan he so admired, for example ̶ his own
personality ̶ moody and introspective, but also energetic and full of good humor ...
continues to stand out with some consistency from role to role. [57]
Of this persona, REHupan Steve Trout says:
The personality is that of a rare breed; an individualist; a self-educated cynic; the
premature curmudgeon. No doubt this arose from Howard at some point realizing,
through his close observance of current events and thorough reading of history, just how
it is the world works.
Perhaps Price has trouble with the pulp style purple prose that Howard occasionally
lapses into when relating a story; still, REH had had to learn to write like that to sell
stories, so it’s not unusual for it to creep into his letters. [58]
Burke concludes with:
Perhaps a part of Howard’s personal tragedy lies in the fact that, while he could shape
himself into the mold of the frontiersman he so admired, he could not reshape the world
around him, and so found that he had made himself into a person whose time was past.
He found himself striding boldly through a world in which he was lost. [56]
Herron was even more pointed in his criticism of Price’s Introduction:
[H]is interpretations and thus his representations are so completely off mark that it almost
seems as if he didn’t read these letters, with most of his observations based on the
fallacious assumption that REH should have been a sort of mini-Lovecraft, instead of
being himself. … A pity it is that in the introduction to a collection of Howard’s letters,
he is treated as HPL’s understudy. … I was spurred to look up L. Sprague de Camp’s
description of this debate in Lovecraft: A Biography (1975); he writes: “Howard comes
off better in these arguments than Lovecraft. He seems far to surpass Lovecraft in
warmth, breadth, balance, worldly wisdom, and common sense.” I've had my share of
disagreements with Mr. de Camp, but if anything he was being overly polite. Let me put
it to you straight: REH kicks Lovecraft’s priggish ass. [59]
Herron cites the detailed expositions and heated arguments each wrote the other in their long
letters, noting that Howard, like the boxer he was, moved in on Lovecraft with increasing
confidence and matched him jab for jab, even parodying the latter’s prejudices and weary Old
Gentleman routine. REH was 16 years younger, and yet could convincing write:
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It seems obvious from your own arguments that you’ve had little if any first-hand contact
with the rough side and raw edges of existence; if you had, you couldn’t possibly have
some of the ideas you have ... [60]
Alan C. Elms has this to say about the collection of letters as a whole:
Howard does seem curiously unaware of certain strong undercurrents in his personality,
such as his inability to separate himself psychologically from his mother; and he often
uses the “codes, loyalties, hatreds, and prejudices” of his forebears to mythologize his
own anger and frustration. But he engages in a good deal more self-analysis, in his long
letters to Lovecraft, than most of his fellow Texans would have done or would have been
able to do; and the personality that emerges from this self-analysis is much more than an
inherited shell of cultural identifications. Howard also turns out to be a surprisingly
knowledgeable and sophisticated debater, and sometimes a sly one as well, as when he
apologetically tells HPL “I’m sure I have misunderstood you frequently. I find it difficult
to believe that some of your views are as arbitrary and intolerant as they look on paper.”
[61]
Necronomicon had published the first volume of Selected Letters (1923-1930) in 1989. Herron also
reviewed it [62]. It and Selected Letters 1931-1936 sell for about $50 apiece now. All known REH
letters were finally published in three volumes edited by Rob Roehm by the Robert E. Howard
Foundation in 2007 and 2008. All of the Howard-Lovecraft correspondence was printed in A Means to
Freedom: Letters of H. P. Lovecraft and Robert E. Howard: 1933-1936 by Hippocampus Press in 2009.
Price wrote H.P. Lovecraft and the Cthulhu Mythos (Starmont House, 1990), in which he says:
... the Unaussprechlichen Kulten of Friedrich Wilhelm von Junzt. ... is, of course, one of
the foundational volumes in the Cthulhu Mythos. It was invented by Robert E. Howard.
Incidentally, von Junzt’s first name as given above is supplied by Lovecraft. As for the
name of the volume itself, it is most often, but incorrectly, translated as Nameless Cults.
But “unaussprechlichen” denotes “unspeakable” not in the sense of “unknown” but rather
in the sense of “indescribable” or “unmentionable.” Howard dubbed the book simply
Nameless Cults with no supposed German original, but August Derleth supplied
“Unaussprechlichen.” E. Hoffman Price [sic], I believe, pointed out the lack of precise
equivalency, but Derleth’s version had an irresistible ring of ominous Teutonic erudition,
so Unaussprechlichen Kulten it stayed. [63]
Still, the proper title in German would be Unaussprechliche Kulte.
Price was also a fan of Lin Carter, featuring him in his Crypt of Cthulhu zines and writing Lin Carter: A
Look Behind His Imaginary Worlds (Starmont House, 1991), in whose Chapter 3 he endeavors to separate
which parts of the Conan Lancer and Ace paperbacks were written by Carter and which by de Camp.
Price also edited Black Forbidden Things (Starmont House, 1992), Tales of the Lovecraft Mythos
(Fedogan and Bremer, 1992), The New Lovecraft Circle (Fedogan and Bremer, 1996), and a series of
anthologies (19 to date) for Chaosium collecting Cthulhu Mythos stories, including some of his own.
Price’s essays on Lovecraft have appeared in Lovecraft Studies, The Lovecrafter, Cerebretron, Dagon,
Étude Lovecraftienne, Mater Tenebrarum, An Epicure in the Terrible, and Twentieth-Century Literary
Criticism. His horror fiction has appeared in Nyctalops, Eldritch Tales, Etchings & Odysseys, Grue,
Footsteps, Deathrealm, Weirdbook, Fantasy Book, Vollmond, and elsewhere.
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In his Introduction to his 2001 Chaosium collection Nameless Cults: The Cthulhu Mythos Fiction of
Robert E. Howard, Price repeats the refrain from his Selected Letters Introduction that Howard’s
synthesized personality was “his own most fantastic creation.” Price says REH’s Cthulhu Mythos stories
“have varying proportions of the strengths of his strong stories and the weaknesses of his poorer ones,”
but he does not specify what these supposed weaknesses are. Regarding REH’s and Lovecraft’s fruitful
literary friendship, Price says that it was made possible because “both were self-educated scholars who
had reached similar pessimistic conclusions about life and its (lack of) meaning.” [64] Listing the various
character, deity, and occult-book names that each borrowed from or imitated in the other, Price notes that
Lovecraft used Howard’s “Black Book” in more stories than did REH himself. Price believes that, in his
Mythos stories, Howard went back to one of Lovecraft’s own literary sources, Arthur Machen, for “whose
Celtic Twilight mysteries Howard had a greater affinity for than did the Anglophile Lovecraft.” [65]
REH was most enthused by Machen’s notion of the Little People, an aboriginal devolved European race
that Howard employs in several stories, including “The Little People,” “The Children of the Night,”
“People of the Dark,” and “Worms of the Earth.” Price conflates Howard’s Little People and his Picts,
though Arney has argued that this may have been Howard’s intention [66]. Price’s comments before each
of the stories in the anthology are quite erudite, tracing the links between REH, Lovecraft, Machen, the
Bible, and other writings.
Benjamin Szumskyj conducted an e-mail interview of Price for his REHupa fanzine in 2000, which
Leo Grin later expanded on [67]. Price says he has no religious beliefs anymore, but has retained a great
love for all the mythologies and symbol-systems that the human imagination has created in its long quest
to make sense of the universe, including fantasy fiction and even comic books. Regarding Howard:
I was captivated instantly by the powerful narrative drive, the wonderfully evocative
ancient color and atmosphere, and the sense of vanished grandeur one finds especially in
Howard’s Conan, Kull, and Crusader tales. Where else can one find a writer who
magically melds together the best of Edgar Rice Burroughs and Talbot Mundy, whose
works I also love? Howard’s hybrid of modern hard-boiled sensibility and ancient poetic
narration, reminiscent of the best of the biblical Genesis, remains unparalleled. As a
skald of ancient fantastic epic he exceeds Tolkien, for my money, and I say so as one
who loves Tolkien. [68]
Price’s favorite Howard character is Conan, about whom he says:
He is the most fully realized, the most mature, the most complex of Howard’s characters.
As Marc Cerasini and Charles Hoffman argue in their great Reader’s Guide to Robert E.
Howard, each of Howard’s major heroes was his latest ego-ideal, put forth as a goal
which he would then advance to attain. Conan was the greatest of these, and the tragedy
was that he did not live long enough to become Conan.” [69]
As to Howard’s abilities and inspiration, Price repeats the old chestnut about creative people being crazy,
though current studies indicate that such individuals are creative despite their problems, rather than
because of them [70]. Price has no illusions about Howard ever gaining mainstream literary acceptance,
the lack of which he in part attributes to the fact that REH was racist. However, most Howard scholars
now think he was no racist than was common for his time, and probably less so [71].
Price was a friend of Lin Carter, whose writing ability and enthusiasm he admired, though he thinks
less of Carter’s fiction after Conan the Buccaneer (1971). He also finds little to fault in de Camp’s REH
pastiches or biography.
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It is ironic that Grin thought enough of Szumskyj’s interview of Price to publish it in his own fanzine
The Cimmerian, in view of the fact he would soon go on to condemn and ostracize Szumskyj for his poor
research and writing, as we have noted previously in this series [72].
More recently, Price edited paperback versions of the briefly revived pulp magazine Strange Tales for
Wildside Press. Mythos Books has published a volume of Price’s own Cthulhu Mythos stories
(Blasphemies & Revelations, 2008). He also contributed the essay “How Pure a Puritan Was Solomon
Kane?” to The Robert E. Howard Reader, in which Price concludes, “Soloman Kane is a poor Puritan
because he is the sword of the living God. If there is a Howardian type of Christianity, I’d say that’s it.”
[73]
During an otherwise dry period of REH publications, fan press and otherwise, during the 1980s,
Cromlech was an ephemeral but important magazine whose quality was a definite step up from the
fannish efforts of the 1970s toward a more serious and literate form of criticism and appreciation that its
subject author deserved. Books like Cesasini and Hoffman’s Starmont Guide and essays like Hoffman’s
“Conan the Existential” made it clear that more could be written about Howard than exercises in
“Hyborian scholarship.” Cerasini, Hoffman, Price, and Burke showed that REH was more than a writer
who could just entertain, but was one who had significant things to say about life and society. Price’s
Cromlech series of chapbooks brought Howard writings into print for the first time since Ace, Bantam,
Berkley, and Zebra discontinued their REH titles. Price did as much as anyone to secure the proper
recognition for Howard’s horror stories, but he would remain myopic about Howard the man.
As the quality of REH criticism advanced in the 1980s with the advents of Cromlech and Herron’s The
Dark Barbarian, similar progress was being made, out of sight of the public, in the self-publications of
the REH United Press Association, a process that has continued to this day. The demise of Cromlech and
the Cryptic chapbooks by 1989 left an even greater void in REH publications and literate commentary
than had existed before.
But at least for literary criticism, it was a void that would not endure for long. And it would be filled
from the ranks of REHupa.
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THE ROBERT E. HOWARD BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SECONDARY
SOURCES, PART IX
The list of articles below is complete insofar as it contains all items relating to Howard, excepting those
by Howard himself (being primary references and cataloged elsewhere) and those inspired by Howard,
such as poems by others (being primary references by those authors). It is in alphabetical order by author
and then by title. The abstract, if any, is in brackets.

Cromlech
(fanzine series edited by Marc A. Cerasini)
AUTHOR

REFERENCE

Cerasini, Marc A. &
Hoffman, Charles E.

“Howard in the Eighties: An Overview” [survey of REH-related books,
chapbooks, & movies in the 1980s] in Cromlech #1, Vol. 1, #1 (Marc A.
Cerasini, New York), pp. 37-42 (spring, 1985)

Comtois, Pierre

“Robert E. Howard and the Southern Folk Tradition” [the influence of
American South’s folklore on REH, particularly on his stories “Black Canaan”
& “Pigeons from Hell”] in Fungi #3, Vol. 1 (Fungoid Press, Lowell, Mass.),
pp. 12-21 (1985); reprinted in Cromlech #2, Vol. 1, #2 (Cryptic Publs.,
Bloomfield, N.J.), pp. 17-31 (fall, 1987)

de Camp, L. Sprague

“Howard’s Prototypes” [descriptions of authors known to have significantly
influenced REH] in Cromlech #2, Vol. 1, #2 (Cryptic Publs., Bloomfield,
N.J.), pp. 4-16 (fall, 1987)

de Camp, L. Sprague

Letter [on Charles Hoffman’s criticisms of de Camp’s Lovecraft bio, his Conan
pastiches, & his editing of the Lancer and Ace Conan pbs.] in Cromlech #2,
Vol. 1, #2 (Cryptic Publs., Bloomfield, N.J.), p. 44 (fall, 1987)

Dziemianowicz,
Stefan R.

Reviews of Cthulhu: The Mythos and Kindred Horrors (by REH; Baen, 1987),
Writer of the Dark (by REH; Dark Carneval, 1986), & One Who Walked Alone:
Robert E. Howard, the Final Years (by Novalyne Price Ellis; Grant, 1986) in
Cromlech #2, Vol. 1, #2 (Cryptic Publs., Bloomfield, N.J.), pp. 34-43 (fall,
1987)

Gobbett, Daniel

Review of Writer of the Dark (by REH; Dark Carneval, 1986 in Cromlech #2,
Vol. 1, #2 (ed. Marc A. Cerasini; Cryptic Publ., Mount Olive, N.C., fall, 1987),
pp. 35-37

Henderson, C. J.

Review of One Who Walked Alone: Robert E. Howard, the Final Years (by
Novalyne Price Ellis; Grant, 1986) in Cromlech #2, Vol. 1, #2 (Cryptic Publs.,
Bloomfield, N.J.), pp. 39-43 (fall, 1987)

Hoffman, Charles

“Conan the Existential” [REH’s belief in existentialism as expressed through
his fantasy protagonists; expanded from “Conan the Existentialist”] in Ariel #1
(Morning Star Press, Leawood, Kan.), pp. 77-80 (autumn, 1976); reprinted in
Cromlech #1, Vol. 1, #1 (Marc A. Cerasini, New York), pp. 4-13 (spring,
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1985) & in The Barbaric Triumph: A Critical Anthology on the Writings
of Robert E. Howard (ed. Don Herron; Wildside Press, Berkeley Heights,
N.J., 2004), pp. 5-10
Hoffman, Charles

Review of One Who Walked Alone: Robert E. Howard, the Final Years (by
Novalyne Price Ellis; Grant, 1986) in Cromlech #2, Vol. 1, #2 (Cryptic Publs.,
Bloomfield, N.J.), pp. 37-39 (fall, 1987)

Hoffman, Charles

Review of The Dark Barbarian: The Writings of Robert E. Howard ̶ A
Critical Anthology (ed. Don Herron; Greenwood, 1984) in Cromlech #1, Vol.
1, #1 (Marc A. Cerasini, New York), pp. 43-45 (spring, 1985; reprinted in The
Cimmerian, Vol. 1, #5 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal.), pp. 25 & 26 (Dec.,
2004)

Price, Robert M.

“Christ and Conan: Howard’s View of Christianity” [REH’s religious beliefs or
lack thereof] in Cromlech #1, Vol. 1, #1 (Marc A. Cerasini, New York),
pp. 14-23 (spring, 1985); erratum in Cromlech #2, p. 31

Price, Robert M.

“A Collector’s Checklist of Howard’s Fiction (An Update of the Joe Marek
Listing)” [list of all REH’s stories & the most readily available REH hbs., pbs.,
chapbooks, & fanzines they appeared in, updating Marek’s “The Opinionated,
Annotated Bibliography of Robert E. Howard”] in Cromlech #3, Vol. 1, #3
(Cryptic Publs., Bloomfield, N.J., 1988), pp. 20-40 with 1 page of addenda by
Charles Gray laid in; see further corrections by Marek in One More Barbarian
#37, 12 pp. in REHupa Mailing #147 (Oct., 1997); updated by Marek in One
More Barbarian #40, pp. 2-12 in REHupa Mailing #150 (Apr., 1998)
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